
 
  
  
  

 

ShipJunction 

Why You Need ShipJunction 

ShipJunction is a multi-carrier shipping system focused on the 

automation of shipping related processes/workflows/steps. 

Fast high-volume shipping, bulk fulfillment and EDI order 

fulfillment are our specialties. We produce all the documents 

required to ship an order. Along with the rate-shopped 

shipping labels, we also generate the branded trading partner 

packing slips, pick lists and GS1-128 labels.  

 Who We Are 

ShipJunction is a multi-carrier shipping system that lets retailers and wholesalers tackle all their 

shipping needs in one comprehensive portal.  Inefficiencies bother us. We are an engineering-focused 

team that is continuously looking to build better shipping and fulfillment solutions that scale and grow 

with your business.  

 
How We Extend NetSuite 

We provide the tools to leverage all the available data in NetSuite to create automated fulfillment and 

shipping processes specifically tailored for your warehouse and operational requirements. 

Leave the repeatable decisions to us- we'll produce all the documents required to ship out an order, 

making sure to include any necessary branding and include any channel specific labels. 

Features 

• Faster automated shipping. It’s a 1 
click/scan operation to print all required 
labels for all orders. 

• Optimal carrier and service method for 
each package based on business rules 

• Bulk fulfillment: pre-print all labels and 
allocate optimized pick waves  

• Fast individual shipping label printing 

• EDI fulfillment: Branded trading partner 
packing slips and UCC128 labels 

• Automated packing: using algorithmic 
box assignments, we make sure the right 
products are always going into the 
smallest box 

 

Benefits 

• Lower shipping and labor costs 

• Efficiently manage increases in order 

volume without having to increase 

warehouse labor 

• Automatically generate and print 

shipping labels and documents 

• Route each package the best way 

• Streamlined warehouse fulfillment 

Our Solution 

ShipJunction is a multi-

carrier shipping system that 

generates all the required 

documents, enables bulk 

fulfillment, has automated 

best way routing, and 

cartonization all in one 

comprehensive portal- so 

you can focus on making 

your business great.  

We will streamline your 

fulfilment and save you 

money on labor and shipping 

costs.   

 

 

 


